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Nishang saw him like this, but she felt a piercing coolness. She knew Lei
Zhen’s character very well. The more kind Lei Zhen smiled, the more
murderous he had in his heart!
Moreover, she knew very well that Lei Zhen’s strength was an absolute
powerhouse. Looking at the entire Luo Tian organization, he was ranked
high. Except for the high-ranking Saint King, his strength was only under
Sword Rushuang. Even the neon clothes feel that these years have passed,
Lei Zhen’s temperament is more and more incomprehensible, once close, he
will feel invisible pressure, very uncomfortable.
Lei Zhen, as one of the four heavenly kings under the Holy Throne, is in
charge of the Southern Territory, and his status is transcendent, especially
Lei Zhen is not very old, he is less than thirty-five years old this year, can be
described as a heavenly wizard, a monster-like character!
Nishang knew that if Lei Zhen really made a shot against Lin Ziming, then
Lin Ziming had no chance of winning!
She gritted her teeth and said: “Lei Zhen, you just want me, you don’t have
to spend so much time and effort, I can give it to you now, as long as you let
Lin Ziming go.”
Lei Zhen stopped, like Mu Chunfeng’s face, the corners of his mouth
twitched slightly, but his smile became even stronger and a bit perverted,
“Oh, it seems that you are really moved by him. You are so cold. You will
sell your temper to save him. Tsk tsk, it’s really touching love.”
Nishang saw his smile, and his heart became even more hairy. He couldn’t
help but stepped back two steps before condensing his eyebrows: “You
don’t need to read too much. Lin Ziming is the only son of my aunt, and my
aunt is so kind to me. I can’t help it. Watching Lin Ziming have an
accident.”
“Really?” Lei Zhen lifted Nishang’s chin with a smirk and joking, “Nishang,
after so many years, your liar skills are still so bad that you can see through
it at a glance.”
Nishang’s eyes flickered, and her heart suddenly panicked. Her natural cold
temperament is indeed not good at lying. With Lei Zhen’s eyesight, she can
see it with no effort.
At the same time, his anger became stronger and his eyesight became more
murderous.
Neon clothing is a woman he has been fond of a long time ago. He has been
cultivating. He has always endured not moving the neon clothing, because
he is waiting, waiting for the extremely yin power in the neon clothing to
reach the peak, and then he will take it away.
But this time when he came back, he found that the extremely yin power of
neon clothes had been weakened by more than half! The temperament has
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also changed, it turned out to be very cold and pure temperament, a little
more charming and springy, Lei Zhen immediately realized that the neon
clothes were broken!
When he learned this information, he was furious, and almost couldn’t help
but kill the neon clothes!
At a critical time, he still endured it, but he wanted to see who was so
courageous and dare to move him.
He cross-examined Nishang, but Nishang refused to say that he had no
choice but to give up. Finally, through his investigation, he discovered Lin
Ziming.
“How can you let Lin Ziming go?” Ni Chang raised his head and said in a
nearly pleading tone.
Lei Zhen laughed loudly: “Let Lin Ziming go? Are you begging me? It
seems that you are really in love with Lin Ziming. I am more interested in
seeing him. I’d like to see if it can make you fascinated. , A man who does
not hesitate to commit himself, what exactly has three heads and six arms.”
Ni Shang gritted his teeth and said: “Now Lin Ziming is also a master of
Innate Realm Dzogchen, you may not be his opponent, you have to think
about it!”
Lei Zhen touched Nishang’s face and said jokingly: “You can also say such
a naive stimulating method. It seems that you are really in love with him.
Also, when I personally twist his head off, maybe You will understand
whose woman you are.”
Nishang panicked even more, she had no doubt that Lei Zhen could do what
she said!
At this moment, Lei Zhen suddenly sensed something, his playful eyes
condensed suddenly, and instantly became cold and full of murderous intent,
and he snorted heavily, “Where is Xiao Xiao, dare to eavesdrop and die!”
After Lei Zhen finished speaking, he stepped on the ground and suddenly
cracked and jumped out a stone. He seemed to kick it randomly. The stone
was instantly endowed with huge energy and it flew out like a cannonball!
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